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All about seating
1. NATURAL WOOD CHELTENHAM
BANQUETING CHAIRS
Compliment both the wooden 2m wooden
tables and our round tables.
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2. CHIVALRY LIME WASH
BANQUETING CHAIRS
These are a beautiful bamboo effect chair
with delicate detail.
3. BEECH FOLDING CHAIR
Our simple stylish solid wood chairs
compliment our 2m wooden tables perfectly.
4. WOODEN BABY HIGH CHAIR
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5. SOLID WOOD TABLES & BENCHES
Our solid wooden tables and benches provide
a relaxed a authentic seating option for all
events, they truly are a beautiful!
Size 200cm x 70cm (seating 6-8)
6. ROUND TABLES
3’ Round Table (cake table)
3’ Round Table (seating 2-4)
5’6 Round Table (seating 9-10)
6’ Round Table (10-12)
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All about dancing
Let your hair down and put your dancing shoes on, our wooden
dance floors provides the perfect area for you and your guests to
party the night away.
1. DISCO PACKAGE 12x12
Includes 12 x 12 dance floor,
mirror ball and fairy lights
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DANCE PACKAGE 15x15
Includes 15 x 15 dance floor, mirror ball and fairy lights
PARTY PACKAGE 18x18
Includes 18 x 18 dance floor, mirror ball and fairy lights
DANCE FLOOR SIZES
12x12 Approx 48 Dancing
15x15 Approx 72 Dancing
18x18 Approx 150 Dancing
For larger dance floor options ask a
member of our team.
2. MIRROR BALL
Comes with its own spinner and changing colour spot
lights to give your tipi that extra sparkle.
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3. FAIRY LIGHTS
Are the must have’s.. we very rarely see a tipi without
the added sparkle of these lights. Whether its around
the dance areas, down all the poles or at the entrance
these lights provide the most magical atmosphere to
any party.
4. STAGING
8 x 12 up to 5 piece band
8 x 16 up to 10 piece band
12 x 16 up to 10+ piece band
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All about entrances
1. FESTOON WALKWAY
10x meters of matting and festoon lighting
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2. SHEPHARD CROOKS
AND LANTERNS WALKWAY
10x meters of matting and
8 x crooks and lanterns
3. FESTOON LIGHTING
Comes in 10m lengths

1, 2
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4. FAIRY LIGHT WALKWAY
10x meters of matting and
8 x crooks and fairy lights
5. WOODEN BARN DOORS
Straus 72 Wooden doors
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All about the chill out area
1.SNUG PACKAGE
This is the prefect seating for your reception drinks area
or a place to let your dancing feet rest. This package
provides a mixture of 6 x 2m wooden solid benches, 4 x
low level tables, 4 x lanterns, 2 x rattan sofas, 4 x rattan
chairs, small fire pit, not forgetting them all important
reindeer skins.
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2. NIMBUS 16 MINI TIPI
COSY CHILL OUT PACKAGE
Provides that perfect place for your guests to retreat
and take in the atmosphere of the glowing fire and
twinkling lights. This package comes with a mixture of
1x rattan sofa and 2x rattan chairs, 18 x bean bags and
bean cubes, 5x low level tables with lanterns and that all
important small open fire place.
3
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3. SNUG BENCH SET
3 x benches with reindeer skins, 1x low level table and
lantern.
4. OUTDOOR CHILL OUT PACKAGE
Kick back and relax near our outdoor fire pit while
glazing upon the night stars, resting your feet and
enjoying your drink.
5. RATTAN SOFA SET
2x rattan chairs and 1 sofa with rustic coffee table and
lantern seating 4 people.
BEAN BAG AND BEAN CUBES
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OPEN FIRE PLACE
Whether its large or small on the evening
of a summer day or in the middle of winter
this gorgeous oak fire place adds that cosy
wow factor to your event. The large fire place
works well in the the Stratus 72 tipi while the
small open fire place completes the cirrus 40 tipi.

All about the bar
1. PAGODA MARQUEE
The pagoda marquee provides the perfect space for
your bar area and reception drinks, dressed with fairy
lights this extra space is a hidden gem.
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BAR STRUCTURES
Our bar units can play host to a mixture of drinks and
pumps can easily be attached.
2. 6FT WOODEN BAR UNIT
Log fronted rustic bar unit
3. BARREL BAR
4. LARGE OAK BARREL
Can be used as a unique cake table or poser table.
5. WOODEN CART
Whether you’re a gin fan or count the hours down to
pims o’clock this wooden cart can be used to host your
welcome drinks, or even a sweet treat late in the
evening.
1, 2
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All about the bar
2

Extension Canvas
Great way to extend the tents
for bar area of band/dj
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All about glamping
Turn your camping trip into an All About Me experience by hiring
one of our mini tipi tents. Gone are the days of struggling with
complicated camping tents and cramped conditions –
now you can relax in one of our luxurious glamping tipis!
It doesn’t have to be a camping trip either: our mini tipis
are extremely versatile and available to hire for all kinds
of events:
•
•
•
•

VIP areas at a festival/event
Mini tipi tent village at your wedding
Corporate activities
Children's parties

2. OUTDOOR TABLE AND CHAIR SET
1x tables and 2x chairs
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3. TIPI VILLAGE
Our tipi village package is perfect if you want to add a
little comfort and style to your event. If you hire 9 Classic
Glamping Tipi’s, we’ll give you a Tipi VIP package for free!
JUST THE TIPI
Includes just the tipi hire, with the option to furnish it to
suit your own tastes and requirements – it makes for a
truly unique experience.
CLASSIC TIPI PACKAGE
A glamping tipi with some handy extras thrown in. This is
a great package for those who may be looking for
wedding tipi hire – treat your guests to a little slice of
luxury!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Double Inflatable Mattresses
Towel Pack
Linen
Bath Towels
Low level tables
Lanterns
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TIPI VIP PACKAGE
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All about the little extras
CATERING EQUIPMENT
6x6 tent includes flooring and lighting
6x9 tent includes flooring and lighting
CATERING PACKAGE
6x6 tent includes flooring, lighting and 8 trestle tables
EXTERNAL MATTING WALKWAYS
Comes in 5x2m lengths

BALLAST
Ideal for building when pegging is restricted.
CREW MEMBER
Making your event truly all about you, hiring one of our
crew members to assist you on your day with lighting
the fire, raising and lowering the sides and helping with
all your little extras.

EXTERNAL DIESEL HEATERS
Comes with 8hrs fuel
WOODEN FLOORING
Traditionally our tipi matting is placed over plastic
lining, however depending on the venue and time of
year wooden flooring maybe required. Please speak
with a member of the team if you have any questions or
need advise on this option.
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Notes & Doodles
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Dutton Green
Little Stanney
Chester
Cheshire
CH2 4SA
Tel: 01244 360 214
info@marqueesandevents.com
marqueesandevents.com
@marquees_events
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